
Introduction to the Irish Atlas  

The Distribution Atlas of Woodlice in Ireland was the product of six years of intensive recording 
by a small group of active recorders recruited and led by Declan Doogue (DD) from 1975, 
augmented by some recording and background work on collections and publications by Paul T. 
Harding (PTH) beginning in 1967. 

The Isopod Survey Scheme (ISS) had been launched publicly by Dr Stephen Sutton and John 
Metcalfe in 1969, intending to cover both Britain and Ireland. The overall Scheme was organised 
by PTH from 1972 to 1982. Initially, progress had been slow in Ireland but, beginning in 1974, 
the Irish Biological Records Centre (IBRC) at An Foras Forbartha in Dublin helped to publicize 
the Scheme to naturalists in Ireland. Several recorders became involved, including DD and Niall 
M. Reardon (NMR), and in November 1975 Éanna ní Lamhna of IBRC brought together DD, 
NMR and PTH for the first time. By the end of 1975 DD had taken on organising the Scheme in 
Ireland, although in the meantime Dr Roy Anderson in Northern Ireland had begun to contribute 
records direct to PTH. 

The recording card used by the Scheme not only helped focus recorders on considering the habitat 
in which species were recorded, but gave a method for them to systematically record habitat 
details. This departure from the narrow practice of recording mainly to map distribution was 
somewhat controversial at the time. But it enabled DD and PTH to analyse the results and compile 
text to provide a completely new understanding, not only of where woodlice occurred in Ireland, 
but also to describe the comparative habitat affiliation of individual species.  

By the end of 1980, all but one of the species that had been known from Ireland at the time of the 
previous comprehensive review (published in 1911) had been rediscovered, and eight species had 
been added. Only Acaeroplastes melanurus evaded rediscovery until 2002. Over the period of six 
years (1975-80), DD, ably supported by NMR in Cork, organised the recorders and hosted several 
memorable field trips which helped encourage and train less experienced recorders. Roy 
Anderson also continued recording actively, mainly in Northern Ireland. Recording in Ireland 
operated fully in conjunction with the existing ISS, with records and specimens for critical 
examination flowing to PTH. The progress of the Scheme in Ireland after six years indicated that 
the production of a separate atlas for the island was warranted, with sufficient records to provide 
meaningful results. Also, DD and PTH individually wanted to move on to other priorities. The 
overall coverage map (page 15) demonstrates the extent to which recorders, especially DD, had 
made every effort to explore even the most remote and potentially unproductive areas of the 
island of Ireland. 

Numerous practical and administrative difficulties delayed the production of the Atlas for over a 
year, so that it was finally published by An Foras Forbartha in early 1983. The reprographic 
facilities at that time were limited and the maps were produced at IBRC on a printer designed for 
text but not for graphics. Nevertheless, this was a landmark publication in terms of the new 
information on distribution and habitats. It provided a sound basis, backed up by digital data, for 
future recording, but the apparent scarcity and elusive nature of several species still requires 
specialised fieldwork. 

Declan Doogue & Paul Harding                        
June 2017 






















































































































































































